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JCM Global Brings 60 Years of Innovations to ICE Totally Gaming 2016
On Stand #N3-220 at ICE Totally Gaming 2016, JCM Global will mark 60 years of creating innovative and industryleading products that have revolutionized the gaming industry and created new global standards.
Leading JCM’s ICE exhibition is the new TableXchange Plus™, a secure, scalable, and easy-to-install intelligent
drop box solution for live table game operations. Based on JCM’s award-winning bill validation and printing
technologies, TableXchange Plus reduces the threat of counterfeit currency being accepted at live tables, and an
optional TITO module allows casinos to extend existing slot TITO. TableXchange Plus enhances cash management
security by accurately tracking cash from table buy in through to the count room and provides an accurate,
consolidated view of cash drop for all table games, by hour and gaming day.
JCM will also show its line of award-winning bill validators. To date, JCM has supplied more than 2.14 million gaming
bill validation units for the gaming industry around the globe, and JCM will be showing the iVIZION®, iPRO™,
Vega™, TBV™, and EBA-40™. Particularly useful for AWP operators, JCM will show the iPRO-RC™ and VegaRC™ Twin, both of which are equipped with recycling modules. JCM will also show advanced and award-winning
printing options, including GEN2™, GEN2 Universal™, and CouponXpress™, a desktop TITO and coupon printer.
JCM system solutions include the award-winning Intelligent Cash Box (ICB®) and the post-production TITO solution
Ticket2Go™.
JCM’s world-class Services distinguish JCM from other suppliers, and JCM will feature its new JCM Exchange™
FTP software download FTP site, and JCM’s product replacement program.
Join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking products
like the iVIZION®, Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA®) and Vega-RC™ bill validators, Intelligent Cash Box (ICB®),
FutureLogic’s GEN2® and GEN2 Universal® printers, Ticket2Go™, TableXchange® and PromoNet® systems
products. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-hour tradeshow at www.jcmglobal.com.
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